
Happy St.

Patrick’s Day

We delve into the significance of
trust as the new currency,
emphasizing the role of
technology and cybersecurity in
building and maintaining
consumer trust. Renowned
personality Mike Rowe shares
insights on the power of
authenticity, highlighting the
delicate balance between
authenticity and authority for
business success. The importance
of mindfulness in leadership is
discussed, showcasing the
benefits of meditation for clearer
thinking and decision making.
Finally, we address the revelation
of a major tech company listening
to conversations, providing
practical tips on adjusting privacy
settings. Explore these insights to
navigate the dynamic challenges
of the contemporary business
world.
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Our Mission: To make
IT work at work so our
clients can focus on
their company goals
without interruption.

Continued on pg. 2
Trust is the New
Currency – How
Wealthy Are You?
Today, most business
transactions – whether buying
shampoo or tonight’s dinner –
are faceless. That’s why in the
digital world, trust is the new
currency. This shift in consumer
behavior, sometimes called the
“trust economy,” is more than the
quality of products or services
you offer; it’s about constructing
a bedrock of reliability and
transparency, so customers
choose you over competitors.

“Trust keeps society running. Even
the most trivial interactions rely
on small acts of trust,” the
Economist reported. This isn’t lost
on company leaders either. PwC’s
25th Annual Global CEO Survey
reported that behind industry
conditions, consumer trust is the
most important predictor of a
company’s past and future
financial performance.
However, trust is increasingly
difficult to earn. Thanks to the
recent emergence of AI, frequent
mishandling of personal data by
companies and relentless cyber
attacks, customers are more
skeptical than ever. As product
and service providers, PwC points
out that we are constantly
evaluated by our customers on
whether or not we are “forces for
good in society.” Make one slipup
and that trust is gone, perhaps for
good.

Page 1.) Trust Is the New
Currency – How Wealthy Are

You?
Page 3.) Mike Rowe On The

Power Of Authenticity
Page 4.) Big Tech Company
Admits It’s Listening To You
Page 5.) Turning Down The

Volume On Stress: Why
Leaders Are Choosing

Mindfulness Over Hustle

Happy Work Anniversary
Matt Kepler! 
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It’s coming...
That day a hacker steals critical data,
rendering your office useless...
That day when your bank account or credit
card is compromised...
Or that day when your customers’ private
lives are uprooted...

Download your free copy today and ensure
you are prepared for any digital dilema! 

FREE CYBERSECURITY REPORT:
CARTOON OF
THE MONTH

Continued from pg. 1

How you handle data and use
technology to influence your
customers’ experience will decide your
fate in the trust economy. Prioritize the
most important drivers of trust –
empathy, reliability, and integrity –
and grow your customer loyalty this
year and in the years to come. Additionally, don’t collect more data

than you need, and ensure your team
is well versed in data security,
drawing from clear internal
processes around data
management. Slack’s “Privacy Policy”
page is an excellent example of data
transparency. It’s written for the
consumer (not in legalese), and it
clearly explains what data is
collected and why, and how users
can change their preferences.

According to a 2018 report by
Deloitte, customers spent 140%
more with companies they had a
positive experience with.
Additionally, companies with
positive interactions reduced
customer service costs by as
much as 33%.
Technology enables businesses to
offer personalized, seamless
experiences that resonate with
customers. Consider how e-
commerce platforms use
encrypted payment transactions
and tailored shopping
recommendations to provide
secure and helpful interactions.
Another great example is CRM
systems that act like an assistant
who never forgets a face or a
conversation, so you can manage
customer interactions with greater
personalization.
Above all, it’s the quality of every
interaction you have with
customers that builds trust.
Whether over the phone, by email
or across a store counter,
remember that your customer
wants to trust you. You just have to
deliver.

Customers want to know if you have
a good reputation for protecting their
data and information. According to a
2022 McKinsey survey, 53% of
consumers will only engage with a
company after checking for a good
security track record. Even one
breach could mean losing a
significant amount of your customer
base.
To build trust with your customers,
make sure your company’s cyber
security strategy includes:

Multi-factor authentication
Proactive security software that
stops attacks before they happen
Regular security awareness
training for all employees
Frequent backups (local and
remote, ideally)
A disaster recovery plan to help
you respond quickly and with
authority, decreasing the risk of
losing your customers after an
incident

Our dependence on technology is
undeniable, yet this very reliance
makes us vulnerable. Computer
pioneer Willis Ware once said, “The
only computer that’s completely
secure is a computer no one can use.”
This statement hits a nerve, especially
for businesses navigating the
complexities of digital security. The
challenge is to harness technology in
a way that boosts, rather than
undermines, customer trust.

Ever been shopping for a new shirt
only to have an online ad pop up later
for the same shirt? It’s not a
coincidence – it’s data. Although
customers expect you to collect data,
they want a say in it. According to a
report by Qonsent, 94% of consumers
feel that having control over the data
they share with companies is
important.
Make sure you have a clear privacy
policy that tells customers:

What data you collect
How you use it
Who you share it with
How they can adjust what data
they share with you

Technology’s Role in
Improving Customer Trust

Take Cybersecurity Seriously

Leverage Technology to
Improve Your Customer
Experience

Be Transparent About Data
Usage

Having a clear privacy
policy will put your

customers at ease and
gain their trust
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REFERRAL
PROGRAM

Your referral becomes
a LoyalITy client - you

get a $1,000 VISA!!

LoyalITy will propose a best-
fit solution to solve their IT

problems and concerns.

LoyalITy will meet with
your referral and

determine if we are a
good fit for their IT needs.

Recommend LoyalITy
and get a $200 VISA for

every qualified
appointment booked.

In an early episode of Dirty Jobs, Mike
plunged into a septic tank alongside
Les Swanson. After 15 years as a
guidance counselor and
psychologist, Swanson had left his
career to start a septic tank pumping
venture near Madison, Wisconsin.
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Embrace Trust and Earn
Loyalty

Mike Rowe on the Power
of Authenticity

Balance Authenticity and
Authority

Authenticity is More Than
Passion

Nearly half (46%) of consumers say
they’ll consider another brand if data
practices are unclear, according to
the McKinsey survey. On the flip side,
organizations prioritizing digital trust
are more likely to experience a 10%
annual boost to their top and bottom
lines. Listen to your customers!
Prioritize a trust based approach to
your business and digital security, and
you’re not just winning trust now,
you’re setting up for years of loyal
customers.

In today’s marketplace, where
consumer trust is the linchpin of
success, authenticity emerges as a
key differentiator for businesses. Who
better to break down the power of
authenticity than one of the most
down to earth TV personalities in
America – Mike Rowe?
Known for his unscripted, real life
experiences, Rowe has had a career
spanning from his unconventional
presentations on QVC to his
adventures in Dirty Jobs that offers
rich lessons on the power of
authenticity in life and business.

In 2001, Rowe worked at San
Francisco’s KPIX-TV. Eventually, he
started a segment called
“Somebody’s Gotta Do It,” where he
interviewed tradespeople. Initially,
Rowe imagined that he, the host,
would explain the interviewee’s work
to the audience. After all, that’s how
his hosting experience had been so
far.
Down in the sewers of San Francisco
with Gene Cruz, Rowe began his
opening line for the show. Just then,
human feces splattered across his
face. In response, Cruz said something
that later became Rowe’s mantra:
“Down here in the sewer, it’s best to
keep your mouth shut.” But Rowe kept
trying his line – and failing. Between
invasive cockroaches and rats, he
couldn’t get it right. Finally, Rowe gave
up and let Cruz do the talking. The
show was a massive hit and later
became Rowe’s foundation for his
legendary performance on Dirty Jobs.

Instead of talking as the expert, Rowe
let the real expert talk. In the city
sewers, he realized he had to strike a
new balance between expert
authority and authenticity in order to
connect sincerely with his audience.
“At that moment, I transitioned from
the age of authority, where all the
information came from an expert or a
host, into the age of authenticity
we’re living in today, where the viewer
is more skeptical and prefers to get
their information by watching a
conversation instead of a lecture,” he
explains.

Somewhere between authority –
knowing your business and having all
the facts – and genuine authenticity
– being completely yourself with no
offense (which your audience doesn’t
want to see anyway) – is where
authenticity lives, Rowe says. The key
to building a loyal audience to figure
out how to strike that balance.

“It was Les Swanson who said to
me, ‘I’m not here because I’m
passionate about septic tanks,’”
Mike reflects. “‘I’m here because I
wanted to do something different.’”
Rowe’s journey mirrored a similar
path. He’d crawled into sewers and
septic tanks, using his skills in
conversation to shine a light on
others’ important work. “The lesson
isn’t to not have passion. Passion is
important to follow – bring it with
you in all things,” Rowe says. “But
real job satisfaction comes from
finding an opportunity and finding
a way to be great at it, and then
finding a way to love it.”
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Take a moment and really look at
the permissions you’ve given
your apps. Ask yourself, does this
app really need to listen in? If it’s
not essential, it’s better to revoke
that microphone access in your
device’s settings. Another smart
move is to tweak your settings so
that an app can only use the
microphone while you’re actively
using it. Finally, never download
apps unless you know how, when
and why they collect data about
you, especially voice data.

READING
CORNER

Trust
By Hernan Diaz

Meditation and mindfulness practices have
been studied in a range of contexts from
college students to hardened marines (who
showed faster stress recovery with mindfulness
based mind fitness training). Leaders who
meditate think more clearly, stay calm in chaos
and make smarter decisions. You don’t need a
mountain retreat to channel the Zen;
meditation apps like Headspace, Calm and
Insight Timer provide pocket sized guided
sessions to ease into this practice anywhere,
anytime. Want to meditate without
interruptions? Just hit “Do Not Disturb” on your
phone. On Android, swipe down and tap “Do Not
Disturb.” Apple folks, find it under “Settings” >
“Focus” > “Do Not Disturb.” Customize it to keep
those calls and notifications quiet. This way, you
can meditate peacefully and stay sharp for
those big business moves.

Although tech leaders like
Google and Apple have policies
around how and when they listen
to you, fake apps and shady
companies do not. Any app with
access to your microphone
could listen to your most private
conversations.

Business Insider states, “It’s
important to note that it’s not
clear whether this technology
and marketing is actually
happening.” Nevertheless, this
incident is an important
reminder to refresh your privacy
settings and pay attention to the
real possibilities of companies
listening in.

A document published by CMG’s
VP of digital strategy said, “Yes, our
phones are listening to us,” and
“CMG has tech capabilities to use
to your business advantage.” For
example, it claimed to use audio
data to create detailed customer
profiles, which benefits consumers
(fewer irrelevant ads) and
businesses (targeted marketing).
Still, no one knows exactly how
they do it, technically speaking.
Would it still adhere to safety  
restrictions imposed by
companies like Apple that prevent                     
other companies from listening to                               
its devices? No one knows.

But Cox Media Group (CMG), a
multibillion dollar media empire
that owns and operates TV and
radio stations worldwide, admitted
it’s doing just that.

404 Media gathered published
marketing information from CMG
and determined that it uses AI to
identify conversations via smart
devices – collecting information
about our spending behaviors,
interests and how we spend our
time – to deliver ads to us. CMG
calls it “Active Listening.” Though
any mention of CMG’s Active
Listening platform has been
removed from its website, the
archived information is still
accessible.

How are They Doing It?

Adjust Your Privacy
Settings Now
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Trust by Hernan Diaz is
an enthralling Pulitzer

Prize–winning novel
that masterfully blends

genres and timelines. 

This literary puzzle captivates with its deep
dive into class, capitalism and the

influence of power on reality. Both a
gripping tale and an intellectual journey,

Trust offers a fascinating exploration of
personal relationships and societal

constructs, making it an exhilarating read.

Turning Down the
Volume on Stress: 
Why Leaders Are
Choosing Mindfulness
Over Hustle

Big Tech Admits It’s
Listening to You
We’ve all suspected our devices
are listening to us. How else could
the clothing company you just told
your sister about over brunch
show up as a targeted ad on your
Instagram feed? The tech
community has largely denied
listening without our permission. In
2017, Facebook had to publicly
deny that it listens to its users
(that’s what they use location
services and ad tracking for).

CMG later published a statement
saying, “CMG businesses do not
listen to any conversations or
have access to anything beyond
a third-party aggregated,
anonymized and fully encrypted
data set that can be used for ad
placement. We regret any
confusion…”

Set against the backdrop of New York’s
roaring ’20s and the Great Depression, it

delves into the lives of Benjamin and Helen
Rask, a power couple whose fortune is as

immense as the mysteries surrounding it..
Diaz skillfully weaves a complex narrative

that challenges readers to discern fact
from fiction, exploring themes of wealth,

power and deceit. 

A Closer Look at
Refurbished
Electronics
The decision between
purchasing new or refurbished
electronics is a dilemma many
leaders face. While the appeal of
discounted prices may be
enticing, it's crucial to weigh the
risks against the short term
financial gains. One of the
primary concerns when opting
for refurbished devices is the
uncertainty surrounding their
quality. Refurbished electronics
also typically come with a
shorter warranty compared to
their brand new counterparts.
This raises questions about the
longevity of the device. When
acquiring a refurbished product,
there's also an added layer of
uncertainty about what might be
embedded in the operating
system (OS), BIOS, or other
critical components. This could
pose potential security risks. The
allure of a discounted price tag is
undeniable, but as the saying
goes, "you get what you pay for."


